Syntactic integration of sentential intonation
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This paper proposes a reorganization of the left periphery that situates force in a discourse-oriented, complex projection above CP to include prosodic information in the derivation of speech acts. This is necessary to arrive at different speech act (SA) interpretations among constructions of identical clause type and sentential intonation exemplified below:

(1)  a. It is raining. (\(\downarrow\)) [falling declarative, SA: assertion]
    b. It is raining? (\(\uparrow\)) [rising declarative, SA: question]
    c. It is raining. (\(\uparrow\)) [uptalk, SA: assertion]

The declarative sentences in (1) show that intonation does not map onto a unique speech act, and speech acts do not map onto specific intonational contours. Only a combination of structural and prosodic properties can derive the different interpretations. I propose to expand the ‘syntactic ion of discourse’ (Speas & Tenny 2003) to include prosodic information in a discourse-related projection replacing the traditional ForceP. Force and an Intonation occur in the specifier positions of a complex speech act phrase with a speaker- and an addressee-oriented projection (Lam 2014).

\[
\begin{align*}
  \text{SaP} & \quad \text{Intonation} \quad \text{Sa'} \\
  \quad \text{Hearer} & \quad \text{saP} \\
  \quad \text{Force} & \quad \text{sa'} \\
  \quad & \quad \text{Speaker} \quad \text{CP}
\end{align*}
\]
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